Feature extraction and classification for deep learning are studied to recognize the problem of vehicle adhesion status. Data concentration acquired by automobile sensors contains considerable noise. Thus, a sparse autoencoder (stacked denoising autoencoder) is introduced to achieve network weight learning, restore original pure signal data by use of overlapping convergence strategy, and construct multiclassification support vector machine (SVM) for classification. The sensors are adopted in different road environments to acquire data signals and recognize the adhesion status online. Results show that the proposed method can achieve higher accuracies than those of the adhesion status recognition method based on SVM and extreme learning machine.
Introduction
Research on intelligent vehicles mainly aims to improve the safety and comfort of automobiles [1] . In recent years, sensor technology has developed rapidly [2, 3] . Active safety technology that prevents accidents has developed rapidly with the development of sensor and control technologies; the technology is also called advanced driver assistance system (ADAS), which has become a popular research topic in the field of intelligent vehicle [4] . Timely identification of intelligent vehicle adhesion status can prevent driving wheels from slipping excessively when cars start and accelerate. Adhesion status caused by a complicated road environment is difficult to recognize. The recognition of adhesion status determines the target value of engine output torque. If the torque control target is unsuitable, then the high side drive slips; the traction control system should then brake the high side, and the braking and driving forces counteract, thereby causing car buffeting.
Scholars have conducted extensive research on road surface adhesive recognition. Yoon et al. [5] estimated the adhesion status of a vehicle by use of a magnetic field meter and Global Positioning System (GPS). Erdogan et al. [6] implanted a special sensor inside the tire to estimate the adhesion status of a vehicle. Han et al. [7] predicted the friction coefficient of a vehicle with sensors by use of six degrees of freedom to increase robustness. The equipment used in the abovementioned method is costly, thereby increasing the manufacturing cost. A few scholars have conducted adhesion recognition studies by use of existing sensors. Bevly et al. [8] proposed a method for measuring vehicle state-wheel slip by use of GPS velocity information in conjunction with other sensors. Considering the noise problem in adhesion status recognition, Enisz et al. [9] proposed an algorithm based on a filter to estimate the coefficients of adherent and friction by adopting unscented Kalman. Xu et al. [10] determined the best point-of-slip ratio by proposing an online search method based on an observer. A signal convergence method that combines available signals is proposed to estimate the friction force in [11] . Deep learning originates from the study of neural network, obtains deep feature representation, and solves the noise problem [12] . However, deep learning applied in the recognition of vehicle adhesion status has been unreported.
Stacked denoising autoencoder (SDAE) method regards noise reduction as the criterion of web-based learning. Training can add a different intensity of noise in the input signal. Thus, the encoding process of the method exhibits good stability and robustness. Zhang et al. [13] indicated that the synthetic minority oversampling technique (SMOTE) causes a noise problem when synthesizing minority oversampling. An improved noise reduction self-encoding (SMOTE combined with SDAE (SMOTE-SDAE)) was thus proposed. Ueda et al. [14] combined SDAE and a filter to recognize the voice of reverberation environments. Li et al. [15] conducted brain electrical signal decoding by SDAE and obtained correct recognition but with incomplete signal. Xia et al. [16] proposed an improved SDAE, recognized acoustic emotion, and obtained a good effect.
In the current study, sparse SDAE is investigated to build a laminated deep network and realize the recognition of vehicle adhesion status. To acquire deep characteristics from data and improve vehicle adhesion status (normal, fault symptoms, minor faults, and serious faults), the differences between them are obtained by use of SDAE, thereby making them suitable for the characteristics of the classifiers. Parametric rectified linear unit (PReLU) is used as the activation function in SDAE to extract high-level and sparse features. Support vector machine (SVM) is used to classify the said characteristics.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the recognition problem of vehicle adhesion status. Section 3 introduces the principle of SDAE. The SVM model is proposed to recognize vehicle adhesion status. Section 4 discusses the simulation experiment. Finally, Section 5 elaborates the conclusions of the study.
Recognition Problem of Vehicle Adhesion Status
This study focuses on an individual wheel, which is onefourth of the vehicle model, as shown in Figure 1 . The equations of motion force and friction are expressed as [17] 
where M is the mass of vehicle, F N is the friction force of vehicle, F ω is the resistance of the vehicle wheel, f is the air friction, T is the breaking torque, J is the rotational inertia of vehicle, R is the radius of vehicle, ω is the angular velocity of vehicle, μ is the attachment coefficient, and N is the normal force between the vehicle and the ground. The attachment coefficient possesses a close relationship with the slip rate of vehicle, which can be defined as follows [18] :
where V is the actual driving speed, ω is the angular velocity of vehicle, and R is the radius of vehicle.
The attachment coefficient and slip rate of vehicle present a nonlinear relationship. In Burckhardt's model, the attachment coefficient is described as follows [19] :
where c 1 , c 2 , and c 3 are constants. Parameter values in different road conditions are shown in Table 1 . Figure 2 shows the relationship curve of the attachment coefficient and slip rate of vehicle. The maximum attachment coefficient μ max and the corresponding slip rate λ max exist in every curve. Peak areas on both sides are called stable region and the unsteady area of driving. The SVM for recognizing adhesion status adopts the offline training model. A deep denoising autoencoding method is proposed to explore the information encoded in the state, and the adhesion status is classified into four levels by applying support vector convergence. These statuses are normal, failure symptom, small fault, and major failure. By applying vectors installed in the vehicle, ADAS collects the environment state inside and outside the vehicle in a timely manner to process the recognition, sense, and trace of static and dynamic objects and thus reduce risks that can be detected by the driver and improve the active safety technology [20] . The adhesion state is divided into four categories, thereby providing new ideas for early risk warning of ADAS. When a minor fault is encountered, some control methods can be adopted to adjust the slip rate to the best status.
Principle of SDAE
3.1. Denoise Autoencoder (DAE). An automatic encoder (AE) output can reproduce input, but the effect is not improved when considerable amount of noise exists in the data set. The car running environment is complicated. Oil, rain, snow, mud, and other media influence the identification of the car adhesion state. On the basis of AE, DAE links a certain probability distribution of noise to the input data, performs AE learning to remove the noise, and reconstructs the nondisrupted input. Thus, the characteristics obtained Journal of Sensors from the input that contains noise exhibit high robustness and promote the generalization capability of the AE model to input data. Figure 3 shows that the attachment coefficient and slip ratio of the car are the input signal x i , which changes into x i after noise pollution. The noise process is regarded as a random map, as shown below.
where qD is the additive noise function. SDAE conducts reduction coding on a feature set x i as follows:
where W is the weight matrix of m × n feature, b 1 is the encoding bias vector, and f p is the activation function.
In [21] , a PReLU activation function is produced and the selection values of learning parameters are obtained. The activation function converges rapidly and the training error is small.
where k is the learning parameter. SDAE is encoded to y ∈ R m . The reconstruction of original feature set x i is achieved as follows:
where U ∈ R m×n is the decoding matrix and b 2 is the decoding bias vector.
The final loss function is obtained by the difference between the lost function z i and the original input x i .
where d refers to the total number of samples, λ is the attenuation coefficient of weight, w is the item weight decay, α is the weight coefficient of punishment, n k represents the number of hidden layer nodes in the k synergy sparse encoder, ρ is the expected average excitation response of y i , and ρ j is the average incentive value in j hidden units. This optimization problem is solved by using minibatch stochastic gradient descent (MSGD) algorithm, and n in (8) denotes the size of the minibatch. KL ρ/ρ j is the sparse penalty term. The calculation of relative entropy is expressed as follows [22] :
After the KL variance achieves the sparse constraint, the initial features can be obtained without a redundant complete deep abstract set when ρ is small. The gradient descent method is used to solve the optimization of the structure of the network parameters.
3.2. SDAE. SDAE extends the traditional SAE, but SDAE and SAE significantly differ in the retention of the original input information. The refractor decoding operation is added to the noise of the original input code. SDAE achieves the forecast to the original data from the loss of data. SDAE is a neural network composed of multilayers of noise from the encoders. In the coding part, the first coding layer is the second coding input. If M hidden layers of laminated noise reduction exist from the coding network, 
where x is the original data and y m is the car adhesion state feature selected in the M coding layer. The first coding layer is regarded as the input of the second coding layer during decoding. Thus, the decoding function in n layer decoder is expressed as follows:
The last coding layer y m output is regarded as the input z 0 of the first decoding layer. The output z m of the decoding layer is the reconstruction of the original input data.
Additional Classification of SVM Algorithms.
Choosing the use of a softmax classifier or SVM-based k independent binary classifiers depends on whether mutex is between categories. The car adhesion conditions are normal, failure symptoms, minor faults, and the abovementioned four states. These categories are not mutually exclusive. For the failure symptom zone, a part turns into a normal state and another part becomes a small fault with the car running using an SVM classifier.
SVM is a binary classifier. A multiple classifier must be constructed to achieve the adhesion state identification for cars. In this study, a one-to-one method is used to construct a multivariate classifier. The basic idea of this method is to establish k (k − 1)/2 SVM on the basis of a large number of k class problems. When classifying an unknown sample, the most votes for the last category is the category of unknown samples [23] . The algorithm is expressed as follows:
If the training data sample belongs to k class and l class, then binary classifiers can be converted into multiple classifiers [24] .
If
, then x i belongs to 1 class, in which slack variable ξ i ≥ 0; b is the classification threshold, in which w = w 1 , w 2 , ⋯w N T is the linear weight value that connects the feature space to the output space.
The kernel function used by the SVM in this study possesses an increased Gaussian radial basis kernel function.
where K is the kernel function and δ is the kernel parameter. Figure 4 shows the model of SDAE combined with SVM (SDAE-SVM). SDAE-SVM structure includes the encoding part of SDAE for feature extraction and SVM for classification. The process of the SDAE-SVM model for identifying the car adhesion states is as follows: , and the n + 1 layer is decoded to obtain the adhesion status characteristic value y n+1 . n is the hidden layer (5) Minibatch stochastic gradient descent (MSGD) algorithm is used to backpropagate the error inside the network (6) SVM classification is used to achieve accuracy
SDAE Combined with SVM.

Result Contrast and Analysis
In testing the validity of the SDAE-SVM model in feature extraction and recognition of car adhesion state, the training sample data for the training of network model must be obtained and SDAE-SVM must identify the test sets. The experimental data are the actual sampling data. The multiengineering field, which records the adhesion state data of the vehicle skidding or idling, is used to obtain sufficient number of samples. Cars are traveling on different pavement conditions (dry asphalt, wet asphalt, dry cement, dry cobblestone, wet cobblestone, snow, and ice), thereby obtaining the adhesion state set. Speed sensors are used to collect the wheel speed ω. The vehicle speed V adopts the average of four wheel speeds. The slip ratio of the car can be obtained by the formula (2) . The signals collected by the sensor are separated, amplified, filtered, and reshaped. The pulse signal is inputted into the computer through a data acquisition card. After the vehicle adhesion status data set under different conditions is obtained, we normalized the data in the range between 0 and 1. Three collections of adhesion status data, including 300, 1500, and 3000 sets of adhesion state data, are conducted, and the ratio of the training set sample data to the test set sample data in the attachment status data set is 1 : 1. During training, the training set is used to learn the weights and biases of each neuron. The testing set is used to produce the final classification results.
This study aims to train samples by constructing a twolayer stacking noise reduction self-coding network model, in which the number of hidden layer units in the first layer is 100 and that in the second layer is 50. During layer-bylayer training, the number of iterative trainings for each layer of the network is 100, and the learning rate is 0.01.
The experiment is conducted on the MATLAB 2010a software platform. LIBSVM, which was developed by Chang and Lin [25] , is employed in the current study.
The effect of the number of nodes in the hidden layer on the accuracy of the classification on 300 data sets is shown in Figure 5 . Figure 5 shows that, when the number of hidden layer nodes is 100, the classification accuracy of SDAE-SVM is the highest. When the number of hidden layer nodes is too small, SDAE-SVM cannot fully learn the characteristics of the data. On the contrary, when the number of hidden layer nodes is too large, the learning time of SDAE-SVM significantly increases and overfitting problem occurs.
Classification accuracy is obtained to connect different Gaussian noises in testing three types of data sets, as shown in Figure 6 and Table 2 . Table 2 shows that the classification accuracy of SDAE-SVM is the highest when the added Gaussian noise is 0.5. As the noise increases, the classification accuracy of SDAE-SVM decreases slightly. A reasonable degree of denoising pretraining significantly improves the classification accuracy of the model. The use of severely damaged training data will reduce the learning capability of the model, thereby resulting in reduced classification accuracy.
Additive Gaussian noise is a very common noise model and is preferred for real-valued inputs. The salt-and-pepper and random noises will also be considered. The higher the data and the sample, the higher the accuracy of the classification. A sample set of 3000 data sets is used to study the effect of different types of noises on the classification accuracy. The results are shown in Figure 7 and Table 3 . 
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Denoising is a process that recovers the values of corrupted elements. Table 3 shows that the classification accuracy of SDAE-SVM is the highest when the added noise is Gaussian noise. All types of noise distribution models exhibit a few limitations. The Gaussian noise model achieves the highest accuracy rate of only 94.87%.
Genetic algorithm combined with SVM (GA-SVM) and extreme learning machine (ELM) [26] are used to classify the car adhesion state in verifying the classification effect of the proposed SDAE-SVM, as shown in Figure 8 and Table 4 . Table 4 shows that ELM does not obtain a high accuracy for adhesion state identification and fluctuates significantly. SDAE-SVM presents the highest accuracy in adhesion state recognition. The classification accuracy of SDAE-SVM increases gradually with the increase in data sets. This performance shows the superiority of the method in processing large data. Table 5 shows that ELM classification consumes the shortest time. SDAE-SVM classification consumes a slightly longer time than that of ELM. GA-SVM consumes the longest time. As the sample set increases, the model consumes much time. Table 6 shows the classification accuracy using SDAE-SVM with PReLU and sigmoid functions. SDAE-SVM with PReLU function outperforms SDAE-SVM with sigmoid function on three sample sets.
Conclusion
This study aims to address feature extraction and recognition of adhesion state and proposes an identification method that combines SDAE with SVM. The effectiveness of the proposed method is validated by computer simulation. The conclusions are elaborated as follows:
(1) The adhesion state is divided into four categories, thereby providing new ideas for early risk warning of ADAS (2) SDAE can restore the original signal subject to considerable noise. The accuracy of adhesion state feature extraction enhances the robustness of the model 
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